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This paper considers a problem of approximation of functions proposed 
by Bellman [l]. The results include a representation lemma for the solutions 
and an algorithm for computing such solutions. A sufficient condition for the 
convergence of the algorithm to the optimal solutions is shown to be related 
to the uniqueness of solutions of a pair of functional equations. To the author’s 
knowledge, not much is known about these functional equations and these may 
prove to be of interest in future research. An example is included to illustrate 
the algorithm. 
The following problem is due to Bellman [I]. Let I C RP and J Z Rq 
denote, respectively, the p and q times Cartesian products of [0, 11. Given 
K:Ix J+Rlfindf:I+Rlandg: J+Rlsuchthat 
f (4 + g(y) 3 K(x, Y), 
V(x, y) E I x J and a given functional F of f and g attains a minimum. 
Henceforth every ordered pair (f7 d 3 : f 64 + g(y) 3 K@, Y>, 
V(x, y) E I x J is called an admissible pair. The given functional F is assumed 
to have the following properties: (i) fi > fi z- F(f, , g) - F(f, , g) > 0, 
(ii) F(f, , g) = F(f, , g) i f f  fi = fi , and similar relations hold in g. Also (iii) 
F(f, g) > B > - 00 for all admissible (f, g). An example of such a functional 
is given in [l] to be F(f, g) = f,f + j,g. Here F(f, g) 3 J-,sJ K > B, for 
finite B provided the double integral is finite. The following representation 
lemma can now be obtained. 
LEMMA 1 (Necessary condition). If there exists admissible (f *, g*) 3: 
F(f, g) 2 F( f *, g*) for all admissible (f, g), then 
f*(x) = yK(x, Y) - g*(Y)l? (1) 
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and 
g*(y) = ;J~[K(xs Y) - f*(41* (2) 
Proof. Suppose (f *, g*) satisfies the hypothesis and (f *, g*) does not 
satisfy Eq. (1). Since (f*, g*) is admissible 
f  *w > ZB[K(“’ Y) - g*(Y)1 = f  (x)* 
Then (f, g*) is admissible and by assumption F( f  *, g*) > F(f, g*) a contra- 
diction of the hypothesis. Hence (f *, g*) must satisfy Eq. (1). Similarly 
(f *, g*) must also satisfy Eq. (2). Th is completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Note that Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows: 
and 
g*(Y) = Sx$IIK(% Y) - ~Ew~~~ Y) - g*(Y)ll* (4) 
ALGORITHM 
The following lemma is the basis of the algorithm proposed here. 
LEMMA 2. I f  (f,g) is admissible and such that (f, g) does not satisfy Eqs. (1) 
and (2) or, equiwalently, (3) and (4), there exists admissible (f. , go) such that, 
F(fY g) > F(fo 7 go)* 
Proof. Define 
and 
fi(X) = ~~[K(“, Y) - g(Y)19 
g&4 = ~y[K(~, Y) - .f(dl* 
Since (f, g) is admissible f  3 fi and g > g, . Let f .  = =$ (f + fi) and 
g, = $ (g + gI). By construction f > fO and g > g, . Also 
fo + go = + (f + gl) + ; (fi + g) 3 K, 
i.e., (f. ,go) is admissible. Now 
F(f9 g> -ml P go) = w9 d - wl go) + F(f, go) - w3 9 go) I=- 0 
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by assumption on F. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Note that 
Lemma 2 indicates that F(f, g) is minimized by some solutions of the func- 
tional Eqs. (3) and (4). Hence, if K is such that Eqs. (3) and (4) have unique 
solutions then these solutions will minimize F. To the author’s knowledge, 
not much is known about functional equations of the type given by Eqs. (3) 
and (4). Some sufficient conditions on K for the existence of unique solutions 
of Eqs. (3) and (4) can be derived by considering Pexider’s functional equa- 
tions [2]. However, in these cases the original approximation problem becomes 
trivial. Thus functional Eqs. (3) and (4) may be of interest for future research. 
Iterative Scheme: Let (fi , gi) be admissible. Compute 
and 
.L+1(4 = supW(x, Y) - &% 
YEJ 
Let fi+r = 4 (fi +h+J and g,+l = t (gi + &+d. BY Lemma 2, (fi+l , gi+J 
is admissible and F(fi , gi) > F(fi+l , g,+r). 
Thus the algorithm is stable in the sense that the value of F is reduced in 
each iteration. 
CONVERGENCE 
This section is concerned with the question of convergence of the given 
algorithm. Since F(ji , gi) > F(fi+, , g$+r) and by assumption (iii) F is 
bounded below by B for all admissible (f, g), the sequence {F(fi , gJ> is 
convergent. By Lemma 2, fi >, fi+l and gi 3 ga+r. It follows that 
fi +g, >fi +gi >,K, i.e., fi >, K - g,, and similarly gi > K -f. . Hence 
sequences (fi> and (gJ are convergent. Let f * and g* denote, respectively, 
the limits of {fi} and (gi} and let 
J(x) = zW(x, Y) - g*(y)], L?(Y) = ;yy[K(x> Y) - f *@>I. 
The following lemma will now be proved. 
LEMMA 3. f  * = j and g* = g, i.e. f* and g* satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2) 
w equiwalently (3) and (4). 
Proof. Given E > 0 let i be such that sup,,, 1 g,(y) -g*(y)/ < 6. It 
follows that supvo,[gt(y) -g*(y)] < E. 
Now [K(x, Y) - g*(r)1 = iIK@, Y> - ,&+I + ki(Y) - g*Wl and hence 
j(x) G fi+1(4 + l , VA! E I. s ince by Lemma 2 pi+, < fi , it follows that 
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j(x) - E <fi(x), Vx E I. H ence, f * > j and similarly g* 3 g. Now suppose 
f* >J for some x E I and/or g* > g for some y E J, i.e., (f*, g*) does not 
satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2). By L emma 2, one can construct j and g” such that 
(J g) is admissible and F(f*, g*) >F(fl 2). The method of construction 
of J and g given in Lemma 2 is identical to the proposed iteration scheme for 
constructing {fi} and {gi}. Th us one concludes that if (f *, g*) does not 
satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2), (fi} and {g,} will not converge tof* and g*, respec- 
tively. This is a contradiction of the definitions off* and g*. Hence, f * = j 
and g* = g. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
It now follows that if the Eqs. (3) and (4) h ave unique solutions, the iterative 
scheme will converge to these and thus minimize F. 
EXAMPLE 
Let p = q = 1, i.e., I = J = [0, 1] and K(x, y) = xy. Also let 
F(f,d = j,f + j,g. 
In this case f(x) = x2/2 and g(y) = y2/2 form an admissible pair and satisfy 
Eqs. (1) and (2). By direct computation one obtains, 
J-s Q,Y) = 4, and I J .I g=s> j j Q,Y). I J 
Since K(x, y) is symmetric in x and y, f0 = g,, implies fi = g, . Let 
f,, = g,, = 1. Then f;(x) = x - 1 and fi(x) = x/2. 
Therefore s,fi + s,g, = 4. By direct computation, 
and hence JIfi + JJgz = 3. For the computation of I’, one has to consider 
two cases corresponding toy > 4 and y < 4. 
For y 3 4, one obtains 
and for y < 4, 
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Combining these two cases appropriately, one has 
Therefore 
It appears that fi is a sectionally linear approximation off(x) = x2/2 such 
that fi > f. 
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